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ABSTRACT
We present an interdisciplinary collaborative study done at the
Rochester Institute of Technology, which investigated the feasibility
of capturing the texture of physical 3D objects using a homemade
device designed to perform Reflectance Transformation Imaging
(RTI). RTI is a computational photographic technique that uses
multiple captures to recreate light-interactive texture maps; this is
accomplished by multiple images where the camera is stationary,
and a point light source is moved around the object. The technique
of RTI itself is not new; it was invented by Malzbender and Gelb,
two research scientists at Hewlett Packard labs, and described in
a paper titled “Polynomial Texture Mapping (PTM),” published in
2001 [Malzbender et al. 2001]. Our project brought together students
from RIT’s School of Photographic Arts and Sciences, and the 3D
Digital Design department in the School of Design. Under the guidance of faculty from both departments, the students shared their
own resources and expertise to create a functioning RTI device from
inexpensive parts, which was then used to produce high-resolution
normal maps for use in computer graphics applications. From a
pedagogical standpoint, the project enabled two diverse groups of
students to understand each other’s approaches to technology by
building a device that leveraged the expertise of both sets. From
a technical standpoint, we demonstrated that a highly accurate
system such as an RTI device could be constructed of essentially
“found objects.” Finally, the project itself was accomplished “under
the bureaucratic radar,” by virtue of an informal alliance based on
shared interests.

Figure 1: Acrylic dome with LED lights controlled by Arduino.
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OVERVIEW

Normal mapping is a process by which the surface normals (vectors perpendicular to a tangent plane) of a high-detailed model
or physical object are evaluated, and their vector information is
encoded into a 3-channel bitmapped image. When applied to a
low-resolution surface, the normal map causes the rendering software to “misinterpret” the surface in a very specific way, visually
reproducing the high detail of the complex surface.
Reflectance Transformation Imaging is based on the Law of
Reflection; by bisecting the angles of incidence and reflection from
several light sources, the normals of a surface can be interpolated
and stored in the bitmapped image.
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THE PROCESS

The process involved the use of an 18” diameter, opaque, acrylic
dome, which had been created by Professor Ted Kinsman, a professor of advanced photographic technology at RIT. A hole cut in the
top of the dome allows a tripod-mounted camera to shoot images.
The body of the dome was fitted with LED lights controlled by
an Arduino connected to a computer via USB. The target material
was placed on a flat table; and black marbles were placed on the
material, to be used as calibration spheres. The dome was placed
over the material and the camera mounted vertically over the hole.
A small flashlight was used to illuminate the inside of the dome in
order to focus the camera on the target material.
To obtain the correct exposure, the room lights were extinguished and the dome was connected to a computer via USB, activating its first light automatically. During this time, test shots
were made with the camera and exposure settings were adjusted
to obtain a properly exposed image. Once an appropriate exposure
was obtained, the dome was unplugged from the computer.
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Figure 2: Diffuse and normal maps obtained via RTI.
To begin capture, the dome was plugged back into the computer,
resetting its lighting cycle to the beginning. Each light remained
on for six seconds; during this interval, the camera was triggered
remotely to make an exposure. It was important to ensure that each
exposure contained the lighting from only one source, and did not
capture the moments between the intervals for each light. As a
result, each complete cycle of fifty lights produced fifty images.
The initial trial was a scan taken from a thick knit sweater belonging to one of the students. Using the dome in conjunction with
the RTI Builder software [Cultural Heritage Imaging 2017], generated data on how this material reflects light from 50 independent
angles, and the surface normals were interpolated from this data.
Normal and diffuse maps were produced in this manner.
This scan from the RTI dome has very high fidelity detail, up
to some very fine micron levels. Close inspection of the uncompressed version of these files reveals even the individual fibers in
the stitching and their influence on lighting.
While the data that comes directly from the RTI software is
excellent in fidelity, there is still a reasonable amount of cleanup
necessary to generate a usable map. The images need to be averaged
to eliminate strong highlights and shadows and made tileable in
an image processing application. The process was recreated for a
variety of materials with varying degrees of success.
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CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
CONSIDERATIONS

The size of the dome proved somewhat difficult; having the lights positioned close together caused parts of the subject to be overexposed,
creating problems when processing the images in the RTI software.
This was especially true when photographing highly reflective surfaces. The automation of the lights would have been more efficient
if the camera shutter had been automated as well; combining the
automation with manual release created some user-related difficulties. In future iterations of this project we will consider a fully
automatic or a fully manual system with a larger dome.
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CONCLUSION

The study overall was a considerable success from both an interdisciplinary educational standpoint and a practical standpoint. The
students learned important technical underpinnings related to the
science of their art, and began to produce a library of data useful
for CGI and 3D applications that will grow with each generation of
students.

Figure 3: CG clothing examples textured with RTI normal +
diffuse maps.
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